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Religion played an important part in the everyday life of Roman Britain.  Like the Celts, 
Romans had many gods. The main Roman gods form a Pantheon. A pantheon is a group 
of gods. It can also be a temple.


Some Roman gods were household gods and others were gods of the woods and fields. 
Most Roman families kept a shrine in the house, a special place with an alter where they 
made offerings to various gods.


Ideas and gods from Greece had a big impact on the Romans. As the Roman Empire 
grew, they adopted the Greek gods as well as gods from other cultures. Some of the 
major Roman gods were:




Jupiter and Juno- king and queen of the gods




Juno







Mars- god of war





Mercury- messenger of the gods







Venus- goddess of love


Minerva- goddess of war and wisdom





Diana-goddess of the moon and hunting





Pan- god of the mountainside, the wild, shepherds and 
flocks







Apollo- god of sun, light, and reasoning. One of 
the few Greek gods the Romans adopted who 
kept his Greek name.





Neptune- god of the sea





                 




Pluto- god of the underworld


The Romans were very superstitious. They decorated their house magic symbols and 
hung up good luck charms. They believed they could foretell the future by animals, birds 
and the weather. e.g bees mean riches and happiness, and a hooting owl means danger.


Roman built huge and fancy temples to their gods

wherever they went. Every city in the Roman Empire 
had a forum, this was a big open area surrounded by 
banks, temples, baths and businesses. Around the 
forum were temples to the gods, they also honoured 
their gods by having festivals for them. All the major 
gods had a festival day. The festivals would be paid by 
wealthy Romans to earn favour to the gods.







The Underworld


Romans believed that you spirit went to the underworld when you died. You get there you 
need to cross the river Styx. The dead person’s family would give them a coin to pay the 
ferryman, Charon. Pluto was the god of the underworld. He had a three headed dog 
called Cerberus who guarded his kingdom. Pluto was also the god of wealth because 
diamonds and other jewels came from underground.


The Romans adopted several Celtic gods into their religion.  The Celtic goddess Brigantia 
was known as “The High One.”  She was linked to the Roman goddess Minerva.  The 
Brigantes tribe was in Northern Britain.  Brigantia was the  goddess of poetry, learning, 
prophecy, and carries a spear and globe like a Minerva.




The Celtic god Mogons was identified by the Romans as Apollo. There are several 
dedications to Mogons at first sites around Hadrian’s Wall.





Rosmerta is a Celtic goddess of fertility and wealth. She was incorporated into the Roman 
pantheon and became known as Mercury’s companion.  Rosmerta is often shown 
carrying a cornucopia and sometimes a butter churn- symbols of plenty. She is often 
shown with a caduceus, Mercury’s magic wand with 2 entwined snakes. This is 
associated with healing and is a symbol used today for doctors and medicine.





Rosmerta and Mercury






Another Celtic god adopted by the Romans was Taranis, the god of thunder and lightning.  
Some scholars believe he is linked to Jupiter.  Taranis  is often represented by the sacred 
wheel. He traveled across the world at great speeds.





If we were ancient Romans, we might be celebrating a festival called Floralia in honour of 
the goddess Flora. She was the goddess of flowers, vegetation, and fertility. It is a week 
long celebration with many, many flowers, milk, and honey which takes place in May. This 

 festival is believed to be part of the origins of May Day. There were plays and circus acts.


What are myths? 




Myths are stories often describing the adventures of heroes or gods. Myths try to explain 
mysterious events or explain a belief or practice. Some myths explain why we have 
seasons, how the earth and humans came to be, death, religion, and social customs.


Sources: internet and books






